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Finally, the first comprehensive guide to MQL programming is here! Expert Advisor Programming guides you through the process of
developing robust automated forex trading systems for the popular MetaTrader 4 platform. In this book, the author draws on several years of
experience coding hundreds of expert advisors for retail traders worldwide. You'll learn how to program these common trading tasks, and
much more: - Place market, stop and limit orders. - Accurately calculate stop loss and take profit prices. - Calculate lot size based on risk. Add flexible trailing stops to your orders. - Count, modify and close multiple orders at once. - Verify trading conditions using indicators and
price data. - Create flexible and reusable source code functions. - Add advanced features such as timers, email alerts and Martingale lot
sizing. - Avoid common trading errors and easily troubleshoot your programs. - Adjustments for fractional pip brokers and FIFO. - Plus, learn
how to create your own custom indicators and scripts! Whether you're a beginner or an experienced programmer, Expert Advisor
Programming can help you realize your automated trading ideas in the shortest amount of time. This book features dozens of code examples
with detailed explanations, fully-functioning example programs, and reusable functions that you can use in your own expert advisors!
For more than 40 years, Computerworld has been the leading source of technology news and information for IT influencers worldwide.
Computerworld's award-winning Web site (Computerworld.com), twice-monthly publication, focused conference series and custom research
form the hub of the world's largest global IT media network.
The Tenth International Conference on Logic Programming, sponsored by the Association for Logic Programming, is a major forum for
presentations of research, applications, and implementations in this important area of computer science. Logic programming is one of the
most promising steps toward declarative programming and forms the theoretical basis of the programming language Prolog and it svarious
extensions. Logic programming is also fundamental to work in artificial intelligence, where it has been used for nonmonotonic and
commonsense reasoning, expert systems implementation, deductive databases, and applications such as computer-aided
manufacturing.David S. Warren is Professor of Computer Science at the State University of New York, Stony Brook.Topics covered: Theory
and Foundations. Programming Methodologies and Tools. Meta and Higher-order Programming. Parallelism. Concurrency. Deductive
Databases. Implementations and Architectures. Applications. Artificial Intelligence. Constraints. Partial Deduction. Bottom-Up Evaluation.
Compilation Techniques.
This textbook on Instructional Design for Learning is a must for all education and teaching students and specialists. It provides a
comprehensive overview about the theoretical foundations of the various models of Instructional Design and Technology from its very
beginning to the most recent approaches. It elaborates Instructional Design (ID) as a science of educational planning. The book expands on
this general understanding of ID and presents an up-to-date perspective on the theories and models for the creation of detailed and precise
blueprints for effective instruction. It integrates different theoretical aspects and practical approaches, such as conceptual ID models,
technology-based ID, and research-based ID. In doing so, this book takes a multi-perspective view on the questions that are central for
professional ID: How to analyze the relevant characteristics of the learner and the environment? How to create precise goals and adequate
instruments of assessment? How to design classroom and technology-supported learning environments? How to ensure effective teaching
and learning by employing formative and summative evaluation? Furthermore, this book presents empirical findings on the processes that
enable effective instructional designing. Finally, this book demonstrates two different fields of application by addressing ID for teaching and
learning at secondary schools and colleges, as well as for higher education.
The first guide to programming in MQL5 is here "Expert Advisor Programming for MetaTrader 5" is a practical guide to creating automated
trading strategies in the MQL5 language. Take advantage of MetaTrader 5's new features and take your trading to the next level You'll learn
how to program expert advisors quickly and easily using a ready-made framework created by an experienced MQL programmer. This book
will teach you the following concepts: Learn the basics of MQL5, including variables and data types, operators, functions, event handlers, and
object-oriented programming. Place, modify and close market and pending orders. Calculate, verify and add stop loss and take profit prices to
an open position. Add a flexible trailing stop and/or break even stop to your strategy. Manage your trade risk with money management. Use
pending orders to scale in and out of positions. Use price, time and indicator data in your expert advisors. Control program execution by
trading on new bar open, and add flexible trade timers to your strategies. Walk through the creation of several basic trading strategies from
start to finish. Inform the user with dialog boxes, email alerts, mobile notifications and sounds. Draw trend lines, arrows and text labels on the
chart. Read and write data to CSV files. Learn the basics of creating indicators, scripts and libraries in MetaEditor. Debug, test and optimize
your trading strategy. And much more Whether you're an experienced programmer moving from MQL4, or a novice just starting with MQL5,
this book will give you the foundation to quickly program fully-featured and robust trading systems. All programs and source code files
featured in the book are available for download at the book's official website at http: //www.expertadvisorbook.com
Military robots and other, potentially autonomous robotic systems such as unmanned combat air vehicles (UCAVs) and unmanned ground
vehicles (UGVs) could soon be introduced to the battlefield. Look further into the future and we may see autonomous micro- and nanorobots
armed and deployed in swarms of thousands or even millions. This growing automation of warfare may come to represent a major
discontinuity in the history of warfare: humans will first be removed from the battlefield and may one day even be largely excluded from the
decision cycle in future high-tech and high-speed robotic warfare. Although the current technological issues will no doubt be overcome, the
greatest obstacles to automated weapons on the battlefield are likely to be legal and ethical concerns. Armin Krishnan explores the
technological, legal and ethical issues connected to combat robotics, examining both the opportunities and limitations of autonomous
weapons. He also proposes solutions to the future regulation of military robotics through international law.

"The Encyclopedia of Microcomputers serves as the ideal companion reference to the popular Encyclopedia of Computer Science
and Technology. Now in its 10th year of publication, this timely reference work details the broad spectrum of microcomputer
technology, including microcomputer history; explains and illustrates the use of microcomputers throughout academe, business,
government, and society in general; and assesses the future impact of this rapidly changing technology."
The Handbook of Applied Expert Systems is a landmark work dedicated solely to this rapidly advancing area of study. Edited by
Jay Liebowitz, a professor, author, and consultant known around the world for his work in the field, this authoritative source covers
the latest expert system technologies, applications, methodologies, and practices. The book features contributions from more than
40 of the world's foremost expert systems authorities in industry, government, and academia. The Handbook is organized into two
major sections. The first section explains expert systems technologies while the second section focuses on applied examples in a
wide variety of industries. Key topics covered include fuzzy systems, genetic algorithm development, machine learning, knowledge
representation, and much more.
Learn how to trade Forex currencies like a professional. The tutorial includes charting, technical analysis, trade setups, trading
orders, and money management tips. For semi-advanced and advanced Foreign Exchange traders.
This book aims to debunk beliefs that Forex Robot (EAs for short) is a myth and that there is no software out there that can trade
Forex automatically totally without human supervision. From a simple EA to a compound EA to a multi-time frame compound EA I
aim to prove the skeptics wrong by showing how in nine years I had developed one of the most accurate EAs you can find in the
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market where profit/loss win ratio is concerned. My findings in this book could save you years if you’re a budding EA developer. I
will show you how I make a simple MacD EA, how I combine EAs and how I use higher time frames and time factors to improve
their performances. I came across truths in of Law of Large Numbers (rigorous testing), Law of Diminishing Returns (using too
much filters), Fibonacci Sequence (the larger Cycle is interdependent on the smaller Cycles) and many more learning experiences
as an EA developer. If you work in the Trading Department of a bank this book is proof that not all Algorithms exist in High Speed.
With the COMP EAs all losses are paper losses ...
You will discover step by step along with clear visuals on how to profit with MT4 programming. Automated trading is often
shrouded in mystery along with many misconceptions about who it can benefit. We peal away the layers of this misunderstood
world in the book. The book covers the following topics and much more: •Gives an overview of trading the financial markets
•Understanding of how quant trading works •Understanding of basic of the programming language – declare variables
•Understanding of the script •Make a script •Create an indicator •Make building blocks of different functions ?Check for trade
(trade open rule) ?Check for trade (close rule) ?Check for breakeven ?Check for trailing stop ?How to design a trading system
(from a to z)
Knowledge Management (KM) is strongly rooted in the discipline of Knowledge Engineering (KE), which in turn grew partly out of
the artificial intelligence field. Despite their close relationship, however, many KM specialists have failed to fully recognize the
synergy or acknowledge the power that KE methodologies, techniques, and tools hold for enh
Here is a state-of-the-art survey of artificial intelligence in modern exploration programs. Focussing on standard exploration
procedures, the contributions examine the advantages and pitfalls of using these new techniques, and, in the process, provide
new, more accurate and consistent methods for solving old problems. They show how expert systems can provide the integration
of information that is essential in the petroleum industry when solving the complicated questions facing the modern petroleum
geoscientist.
The first guide to programming in MQL5 is here! Expert Advisor Programming for MetaTrader 5 is a practical guide to creating
automated trading strategies in the MQL5 language. Take advantage of MetaTrader 5's new features and take your trading to the
next level!You'll learn how to program expert advisors quickly and easily using a ready-made framework created by an
experienced MQL programmer.
all what you need to program mql4 automated trading robot programmer (EA for Metatrader4)
Brand new and fully updated for the latest versions of MetaTrader 4, "Expert Advisor Programming for MetaTrader 4" is a practical
guide to programming expert advisors in the MQL4 language. Leverage the latest features imported from the MQL5 language,
including object-oriented programming, enumerations, structures and more. This book will teach you the following concepts: The
basics of the MQL4 language, including variables and data types, operations, conditional and loop operators, functions, classes
and objects, event handlers and more. Place, modify and close market and pending orders. Add a stop loss and/or take profit price
to an individual order, or to multiple orders. Close orders individually or by order type. Get a total of all currently opened orders.
Work with OHLC bar data, and locate basic candlestick patterns. Find the highest high and lowest low of recent bars. Work with
MetaTrader's built-in indicators, as well as custom indicators. Add a trailing stop or break even stop feature to an expert advisor.
Use money management and lot size verification techniques. Add a flexible trading timer to an expert advisor. Construct several
types of trading systems, including trend, counter-trend and breakout systems. Add alerts, emails, sounds and other notifications.
Add and manipulate chart objects. Read and write to CSV files. Construct basic indicators, scripts and libraries. Learn how to
effectively debug your programs, and use the Strategy Tester to test your strategies. All of the source code in this book is available
for download, including an expert advisor framework that allows you to build robust and fully-featured expert advisors with minimal
effort. Whether you're a new trader with limited programming experience, or an experienced programmer who has worked in other
languages, "Expert Advisor Programming for MetaTrader 4" is the easiest way to get up and running in MQL4.
When men of knowledge impart this knowledge, I do not mean they will convince your reason. I mean they will awaken in you the
faith that it is so. - Sri Krishna, Bhagavadgita BACKGROUND The use of computers has led to significant productivity increases in
the en gineering industry. Most ofthe computer-aided engineering applications were . restricted to algorithmic computations, such
as finite element programs and circuit analysis programs. However, a number ofproblems encountered in en gineering are not
amenable to purely algorithmic solutions. These problems are often ill-structured; the term ill-structured problems is used here to
de note problems that do not have a clearly defined algorithmic solution. An experienced engineer deals with these ill-structured
problems using his/her judgment and experience. The knowledge-based systems (KBS) technology, which emerged out of
research in artificial intelligence (AI), offers a method ologyto solve these ill-structuredengineering problems. The emergenceofthe
KBS technology can be viewed as the knowledge revolution: other important events that led to increased productivity are the
industrial revolution (17th century); the invention of the transistor and associated developments (first half of the 20th century); and
the world-wide web (towards the end of the 20th century). Kurzweil, in a lecture at M. LT on December 3, 1987, linked the
progress of automation to two industrial revolutions: the first industrial PREFACE xxxii revolution leveraged our physical
capabilities, whereas the second industrial revolution - the knowledge revolution - is expected leverage oUr mental ca pabilities.
Over the years, the promise of artificial intelligence has inspired many researchers and many schemes, only to have incipient
hopes thwarted by its complexity. With each generation of computational engines, a new wave of enthusiasm sweeps the
community as solutions to a few problems come within reach. However, intractability and undecidability continue to frustrate the
unwary practitioner, while unsubstantiated methodologies offer ingenious solutions that hold more promise than potential. Despite
its undulate past and variegated present, AI has made solid contributions to a growing information technology. Expert systems and
allied tools have become a mainstay of industrial and business organizations; intelligent interfaces have increased accessibility of
computational resources; and robotic innovations have redefined the manufacturing industries. Meanwhile, research in
evolutionary algorithms, neural networks, fuzzy reasoning, and other exciting approaches promise continued progress in surprising
new directions. These proceedings record the latest results of industrial, commercial, military, and academic artificial intelligence
exploration. Seventy-seven papers divided into twenty different areas document a significant slice of this broad and exciting field.
Although dozens of themes are treated in the papers, the topical divisions of this volume comprise: The Software Engineering/AI
Interface, Knowledge-Based Systems. Temporal Reasoning, Machine Learning, Robotics, Intelligent Databases, Planning, Expert
Systems Applications, Search Techniques, Genetic and Evolutionary Methods, Design, Qualitative Reasoning, Neural Networks,
Knowledge Representation, Application Paradigms, Fuzzy and Pattern Recognition, Reasoning about Physical Systems, Parallel
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and Distributed AI, and Diagnostic Systems.
This comprehensive reference text discusses the concepts of the magnetic field assisted finishing processes that range from
working principles, material removal mechanisms, process parameters and equipment involved, to the industry-specific
applications. The book discusses various aspects of surface finishing, including types of material to be finished, types of finishing
abrasives and their characteristics for material compatibility, that are different from process-specific details. It covers important
concepts, including magnetic abrasive finishing (MAF), magnetorheological finishing (MRF) and magnetorheological abrasive flow
finishing (MRAFF). Features Discusses a wide range of magnetic field assisted finishing processes in a comprehensive manner
Covers different process parameters by considering their effects on the finishing output Provides process limitations to achieve
optimal yield Offers numerical explanations for better selection of process parameters Discusses automation of processes with
state-of-the-art technologies This book is aimed at graduate students and professionals in the fields of mechanical engineering,
aerospace engineering, production engineering, manufacturing and industrial engineering.
Learn how to automate your own forex trading strategies in minutes. Creating forex robots can be easy and fast. This visual
tutorial shows you how easy and fast you can automate advanced forex strategies without any programming knowledge. You can
use almost any custom indicator in automated system very easily. You can find thousands of indicators for Metatrader in the
internet. Try and find your own systems for profitable trading. Our state-of-the-art forex trading automation tool is easy enough to
be used by novice traders and non-programmers and yet it provides even the most sophisticated traders with the necessary
features.
This eBook includes general information and educational resources for explaining the modern use of automated trading, plus
some practical information and advice on how to create a proprietary automated trading system. The optimization of a trading
strategy through sophisticated backtesting and walk-through steps is maybe the most difficult part of strategy building. This eBook
contains information on how to successfully backtest and optimize automated trading strategies.
"This comprehensive reference work provides immediate, fingertip access to state-of-the-art technology in nearly 700 selfcontained articles written by over 900 international authorities. Each article in the Encyclopedia features current developments and
trends in computers, software, vendors, and applications...extensive bibliographies of leading figures in the field, such as Samuel
Alexander, John von Neumann, and Norbert Wiener...and in-depth analysis of future directions."
Masters Theses in the Pure and Applied Sciences was first conceived, published, and disseminated by the Center for Information
and Numerical Data Analysis and Synthesis (CINDAS)* at Purdue University in 1957, starting its coverage of theses with the
academic year 1955. Beginning with Volume 13, the printing and dis semination phases of the activity were transferred to
University Microfilms/Xerox of Ann Arbor, Michigan, with the though that such an arrangement would be more beneficial to the
academic and general scientific and technical community. After five years of this joint undertaking we had concluded that it was in
the interest of all concerned if the printing and distribution of the volumes were handled by an international publishing house to
assure improved service and broader dissemi nation. Hence, starting with Volume 18, Masters Theses in the Pure and Applied
Sciences has been disseminated on a worldwide basis by Plenum Publishing Corporation of New York, and in the same year the
coverage was broadened to include Canadian universities. All back issues can also be ordered from Plenum. We have reported in
Volume 37 (thesis year 1992) a total of 12,549 thesis titles from 25 Canadian and 153 United States universities. We are sure that
this broader base for these titles reported will greatly enhance the value of this impor tant annual reference work. While Volume 37
reports theses submitted in 1992, on occasion, certain uni versities do report theses submitted in previous years but not reported
at the time.
InfoWorld is targeted to Senior IT professionals. Content is segmented into Channels and Topic Centers. InfoWorld also
celebrates people, companies, and projects.
You will discover step by step along with clear visuals on how to profit with MT4 programming. Automated trading is often shrouded in
mystery along with many misconceptions about who it can benefit. We peal away the layers of this misunderstood world in the book. The
book covers the following topics and much more: Gives an overview of trading the financial marketsUnderstanding of how quant trading
worksUnderstanding of basic of the programming language - declare variablesUnderstanding of the scriptMake a scriptCreate an
indicatorMake building blocks of different functionsCheck for trade (trade open rule)Check for trade (close rule)Check for breakeven Check
for trailing stopHow to design a trading system
Covering all aspects of the proposal process, from the most basic questions about form and style to the task of seeking funding, this Sixth
Edition has been completely updated and revised to offer clear advice backed up with excellent examples.
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